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Last Time:  Data Warehousing

¨ Last time introduced the topic of decision support 
systems (DSS) and data warehousing
¤ Very large DBs used to perform analytic operations 

(OLAP) instead of transactional operations (OLTP)

¨ Often use dimensional analysis and star schemas
¤ Very large fact tables containing interesting measures
¤ Fact tables have foreign keys to multiple dimension 

tables that allow data to be analyzed in different ways

¨ Today:  a few more details about data warehousing
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Data Warehousing Example

¨ Data warehouses doesn’t exist in a vacuum
¤ The data has to come from somewhere…
¤ Problem:  frequently comes from multiple sources

¨ Example:  sales data for a large retailer
¨ Two major sources of data for our retailer:

¤ Point-of-sale (POS) systems at the store
n Allows customers to pay for products at the cash register

¤ Online website for customers to shop at home
n Different payment options, and products may be shipped or 

picked up in-store

¨ These systems produce operational data
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Operational Data

¨ Problem:  point-of-sale system and online website are 
usually completely independent systems!

¨ Systems may represent values in different ways
¤ e.g. 1/0 or Y/N or T/F for a Boolean value
¤ Dates are notorious for having many different representations

¨ Each system may have own keys for products, customers, etc.
¨ Each system has different details for where the customer is 

at when they make the purchase
¤ e.g. client IP address vs. store location and ID of sales associate

¨ Online website has to manage user accounts, and possibly 
store payment information for later purchases
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Operational Data (2)

¨ Point-of-sale system and the online website have 
different parts of the retailer’s overall dataset
¤ Somehow need to integrate these together

¨ A common solution:  an Operational Data Store 
provides a single unified view of the retailer’s data
¤ Typically kept in sync with other systems in real-time

(e.g. ~3 sec delay)
POS

Web

Operational
Data Store
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Operational Data (3)

¨ Still need to transform data so that it is uniform!
¨ Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) software sits between 

the various systems
¤ ETL software knows how to interact with each system
¤ Configured to retrieve desired data from each source, 

transform it into a uniform representation, then load it 
into the ODS

¨ This process is fast.
¤ Just handles small

transformations and
data cleansing. Operational

Data Store

POS

Web

ETL
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Data Warehouse

¨ To perform analysis of operational data, must also 
migrate data into the data warehouse
¤ Must transform the operational data into the form 

managed in the data warehouse
¤ Again, an ETL process is used for this step

(may also interact with various application stores)

Operational
Data Store

ETL

Data
Warehouse

ETL

POS

Web
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Data Warehouse (2)

¨ Typically, data analysts don’t use completely
up-to-date data
¤ e.g. may be all operational data up to previous day

¨ Data warehouse extract/transform/load process 
runs on a periodic schedule (e.g. once a day)
¤ May also take several hours to complete all processing

Operational
Data Store

ETL

Data
Warehouse

ETL

POS
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Data Warehouse (3)

¨ Very important to make sure data warehouse ETL 
moves only the minimal set of data
¤ i.e. the data that actually changed!

¨ A very common approach:
¤ Add a last_modified timestamp to each row in the ODS
¤ INSERT/UPDATE trigger updates this field on all writes

Operational
Data Store

ETL

Data
Warehouse

ETL

POS

Web
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Data Warehouse (4)

¨ Another challenge for data warehouse ETL:
¤ Identifying rows that were deleted in operational data

¨ If rows in the ODS have a deleted flag, it’s easy
¤ last_modified time will be updated when a record’s 

deleted flag is set; easy to identify the deleted records
¨ If not, ETL must compare operational data to 

warehouse data and identify the deleted rows

Operational
Data Store

ETL

Data
Warehouse

ETL

POS
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Data Warehouse and ETL

¨ ETL process almost always involves multiple steps
¨ Two main tasks:

¤ Compute aggregates from the data being imported
¤ Map keys in operational data to keys in the warehouse
¤ ETL process often uses staging tables

to perform complex computations

operational data

• Transactional
records

• Keys from the
application DBs
or the ODS

staged data

Staging Tables

• Partially
aggregated facts

• Dimension records with
data warehouse keys

fact

fact

dim

dim

dim

dim
dim

dim

dim

Warehouse Tables

• Dimension tables use
data warehouse keys

• Facts computed from
many transactions
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Data Archival

¨ Finally, must manage the size of the operational 
data store and the data warehouse
¤ (these things get very large, very fast)

¨ Typically, only the recent data is needed…
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Data Archival (2)

¨ Must also have an archival or near-line storage 
mechanism for migrating data out of the ODS and 
the data warehouse
¤ Typically uses slower and cheaper forms of media, like 

tapes or optical discs

Operational
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ETL

Data
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Data Archival (3)

¨ Usually, data archives aren’t available for querying 
unless a human being intervenes to load the data
¤ Situations where historic data is infrequently accessed
¤ Archives are usually kept when the law requires it…
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Data Archival (4)

¨ Near-line storage allows exported data to be 
queried if desired (no human intervention required)
¤ A library of tapes/discs are managed by a robotic 

arm (slow, but relatively inexpensive and extensible)

Operational
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Multi-Column Indexes

¨ Queries against data warehouses typically perform multiple 
joins of dimension tables against a single fact table
¤ Select rows of interest from the fact table, then aggregate the 

measures to compute the final results

¨ Fact table includes IDs of all relevant dimension records
¤ All dimension-table IDs are together treated as the primary key
¤ Each dimension-table ID is a foreign key to the corresponding 

dimension table

¨ How does the database make this kind of query fast?
¤ Fact table is huge… dim_date fact_sales_data

dim_time

dim_region

dim_category

date_id
time_id
region_id
category_id
num_sales
total_revenue
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Bitmap Indexes

¨ Databases can provide bitmap indexes to make queries 
against these schemas incredibly fast

¨ A bitmap index on attribute A of a table T:
¤ Build a separate bitmap for every distinct value of A
¤ The bitmap contains one bit for every record in T
¤ For a given value aj that appears in column A:

n If tuple ti holds value aj for column A, the bitmap for aj will store a 
1 for bit i.  Otherwise, bit i will be 0.

¨ For such an index to be feasible:
¤ Attribute A shouldn’t contain too many distinct values
¤ Also, it must be easy to map bit i to tuple ti
¤ Specifically, we should generally only add rows to table T
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Bitmap Index Example

¨ An example bitmap index:
¤ Sales data warehouse, with bitmap

indexes on category and region

¨ Example query:
¤ SELECT SUM(total_revenue)

FROM fact_sales_data NATURAL JOIN
dim_region

WHERE region_name = 'asia';
¤ Could use “region:asia” bitmap;

only fetch records with a 1-bit

¨ Probably not much faster than just
doing a file-scan, unless very few
rows have the requested value…

books
cookware

apparel

asia
n.america

europe …
electronics asia

electronics
apparel

books

europe
asia

n.america
cookware asia

…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	22
Jun	22
Jun	23
Jun	23
Jun	23

Category Region …Date

… … ……

Fact	table	contents:

1	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	…Category:		apparel

0	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	…Category:		electronics

0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	…Category:		books
0	0	0	1	0	1	0	0	…Category:		cookware

0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	…Region:		asia
1	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	…Region:		europe
0	0	0	1	1	0	0	0	…Region:		n.america

Bitmap	indexes:
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Bitmap Index Example (2)

¨ Reporting queries almost always
include multiple conditions:
¤ SELECT SUM(total_revenue)

FROM fact_sales_data NATURAL JOIN
dim_region NATURAL JOIN
dim_category

WHERE region_name = 'asia' AND
category_name = 'books';

¨ Now we can get some real value
out of the bitmap indexes!
¤ Conjunctive selection predicate:

Only include rows that have a 1-bit
in all relevant bitmap indexes

books
cookware

apparel

asia
n.america

europe …
electronics asia

electronics
apparel

books

europe
asia

n.america
cookware asia

…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	22
Jun	22
Jun	23
Jun	23
Jun	23

Category Region …Date

… … ……

Fact	table	contents:

1	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	…Category:		apparel

0	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	…Category:		electronics

0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	…Category:		books
0	0	0	1	0	1	0	0	…Category:		cookware

0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	…Region:		asia
1	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	…Region:		europe
0	0	0	1	1	0	0	0	…Region:		n.america

Bitmap	indexes:
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Bitmap Index Example (3)

¨ Our query:
¤ SELECT SUM(total_revenue)

FROM fact_sales_data NATURAL JOIN
dim_region NATURAL JOIN
dim_category

WHERE region_name = 'asia' AND
category_name = 'books';

¨ Compute intersection of relevant
bitmap indexes
¤ Only retrieve rows that have a

1-bit for all referenced columns
¤ This is why it must be easy to find ti given i:  don’t want to have to 

access rows with a 0-bit at all

0	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	…Intersection:
0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	…Category:		books
0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	…Region:		asia

Relevant	bitmap	indexes:

books
cookware

apparel

asia
n.america

europe …
electronics asia

electronics
apparel

books

europe
asia

n.america
cookware asia

…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	22
Jun	22
Jun	23
Jun	23
Jun	23

Category Region …Date

… … ……

Fact	table	contents:
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NULL Attribute Values

¨ If a row has NULL for the
indexed column:
¤ Simply store 0 for all bits in

corresponding bitmap indexes

¨ Note:
¤ This would be highly unusual

in a data warehouse fact-table!
¤ Could still occur in other contexts

1	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0 …Category:		apparel

0	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	…Category:		electronics

0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	0	…Category:		books
0	0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	…Category:		cookware

0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	…Region:		asia
1	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	…Region:		europe
0	0	0	1	1	0	0	0	1	…Region:		n.america

Bitmap	indexes:

books
cookware

apparel

asia
n.america

europe …
electronics asia

electronics

NULL

books

europe

n.america

n.america
cookware asia

…
…
…
…
…
…

…

Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	22
Jun	22
Jun	23
Jun	23

Jun	24

Category Region …Date

… … ……

Fact	table	contents:

apparel asia …Jun	23
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Deleted Rows

¨ If rows are deleted from table:
¤ Still need to easily map bit at

index i to tuple ti in the table!
¤ Need a way to represent gaps

of deleted rows in bitmap index
¨ Solution:  an existence bitmap

¤ Include an extra bitmap that
specifies 1 if row is valid, or
0 if row is deleted

¤ Queries that use bitmap index also
include existence bitmap in tests

1	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	…Category:		apparel

0	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	…Category:		electronics

0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	0	…Category:		books
0	0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	…Category:		cookware

0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	…Region:		asia
1	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	…Region:		europe
0	0	0	1	1	0	0	0	1	…Region:		n.america

Bitmap	indexes:

books
cookware

apparel

asia
n.america

europe …
electronics asia

electronics

NULL

books

europe

n.america

n.america
cookware asia

…
…
…
…
…
…

…

Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	22
Jun	22
Jun	23
Jun	23

Jun	24

Category Region …Date

… … ……

Fact	table	contents:

apparel asia …Jun	23

1	1	0	1	1	1	1	1	0	…Existence
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Bitmap Index Sizes

¨ Bitmap indexes aren’t that large,
but they do take up some space

¨ Example:  1 billion fact records
¤ If fact records average 100 bytes,

storage will be ~0.1TB (not too bad)

¨ Each bitmap will be ~125MB…
¤ …and we have one of them for

each distinct value of the column
that is indexed…

¨ Bitmap indexes can end up taking
up a lot of space, particularly if
a column has many distinct values

books
cookware

apparel

asia
n.america

europe …
electronics asia

electronics

NULL

books

europe

n.america

n.america
cookware asia

…
…
…
…
…
…

…

Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	22
Jun	22
Jun	23
Jun	23

Jun	24

Category Region …Date

… … ……

Fact	table	contents:

apparel asia …Jun	23

1	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	…Category:		apparel

0	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	…Category:		electronics

0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	0	…Category:		books
0	0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	…Category:		cookware

0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	…Region:		asia
1	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	…Region:		europe
0	0	0	1	1	0	0	0	1	…Region:		n.america

Bitmap	indexes:
1	1	0	1	1	1	1	1	0	…Existence
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Bitmap Index Sizes (2)

¨ The more distinct values in a column:
¤ The more bitmaps needed for the index
¤ The more 0-bits each bitmap will have!

¨ Bitmap indexes frequently have large
runs of 0- or 1-bits…

¨ Very suitable to compression!
¨ Could use the standard compression

mechanisms…
¤ Would have to decompress the bitmap

before performing bitwise operations

¨ What if we could design a compression
algorithm that allows bitwise operations
on the compressed data?

books
cookware

apparel

asia
n.america

europe …
electronics asia

electronics

NULL

books

europe

n.america

n.america
cookware asia

…
…
…
…
…
…

…

Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	21
Jun	22
Jun	22
Jun	23
Jun	23

Jun	24

Category Region …Date

… … ……

Fact	table	contents:

apparel asia …Jun	23

1	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	…Category:		apparel

0	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	…Category:		electronics

0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	0	…Category:		books
0	0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	…Category:		cookware

0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	…Region:		asia
1	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	…Region:		europe
0	0	0	1	1	0	0	0	1	…Region:		n.america

Bitmap	indexes:
1	1	0	1	1	1	1	1	0	…Existence
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Compressed Bitmaps

¨ Several bitmap compression techniques are designed to 
allow efficient bitwise operations on compressed data
¤ Doesn’t achieve as high a compression level as standard 

algorithms, but queries don’t incur decompression overhead

¨ Example:  Byte-aligned Bitmap Code (BBC)
¤ Bitmap is divided into bytes
¤ Bytes containing all 1-bits or 0-bits are “gap bytes”
¤ Bytes containing a mixture are called “map bytes”
¤ “Control bytes” specify runs of gap-bytes (run-length 

encoding), and also identify sequences of map-bytes
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Compressed Bitmaps (2)

¨ Byte-aligned Bitmap Code (BBC) achieves very good 
compression, and is still quite fast…
¤ …but CPUs work most optimally with words, not bytes.

¨ Word-aligned Bitmap Code (WBC) and Word-Aligned 
Hybrid (WAH) code divide bitmaps into words
¤ Doesn’t achieve same level of compression as BBC, but is 

much faster for bitmap operations
¤ One research result:

n WBC/WAH used 50% more space than BBC but was 12x faster

¨ Other bitmap compression mechanisms as well
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Bitmap Indexes and Data Warehouses

¨ Bitmap indexes are best updated in batches
¤ e.g. when a large number of rows are added to the 

indexed table at once
¤ For many small updates, updating bitmap indexes can be 

inefficient
¨ Bitmap indexes work very well with data warehouse’s 

periodic ETL/update scheduling
¤ Data warehouse only changes on a periodic schedule, and 

the updates involve adding many rows
¤ Database can update necessary bitmap indexes very 

efficiently, based on rows that were added to warehouse
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